
ST MARTINS SCHOOL PRODUCTION NEWSLETTER

Term Two is going to be all about our school Production. Every three years, the 
production is an important part of the St Martins school life calendar. It is a time 
for our students to learn about the exciting area of the Performing Arts industry.
The production will be at the Aurora Centre in the last week of term, over two nights.
We are so excited to have purchased a production from Monica Moore Productions, in 
Auckland.

Our production is called "Sky on Friday" and will be directed by Miss Rowe and Mrs 
Kenel.

Miss Rowe is a professional director and owns her own Performing Arts education 
business called Tru Talent. Mrs Kenel has directed many of the St Martins 
productions and other school productions previously, so it is exciting to be able to 
collaborate together on this performance piece.

In Sky on Friday, we join Simon and Sophie as they embark on an adventure in the 
sky, as they learn about environmental issues!
They meet up with Star, a sad being who has lost her ‘sparkle’ because her confidence 
has been stolen.

Join interesting characters, Whirly Winds, Frankie the Sky Fairy, Hamish 
McMoonbeam, The Professor, CFC’s, The Ice Queen and the Sun Princess. 
They all help Star with her search for her sparkle and confidence.
Find out how friendships are the best sparkle of all.

We will be auditioning students from Year 5-8 in the first week of school for the 
lead roles. They will be closed auditions, which means they are for the person 
auditioning and Miss Rowe and Mrs Kenel. These students will be expected to sing 
Happy Birthday for pitching purposes and to prepare a part from the script for the 
role they are interested in auditioning for. It is all about giving it a go, so look 
forward to seeing as many of our students auditioning as possible. 

There will be so many exciting opportunities for all of our students to shine in our 
school production.

If you would like to learn more about it....check out.....
http://www.monicamooreproductions.com/#!blank/c5dj

Miss Rowe and Mrs Kenel :) 
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